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Abstract. Virtualization is a commonly used solution for utilizing the opportunistic
computing resources in the HEP field, as it provides a unified software and OS layer that
the HEP computing tasks require over the heterogeneous opportunistic computing resources.
However there is always performance penalty with virtualization, especially for short jobs which
are always the case for volunteer computing tasks, the overhead of virtualization reduces the
CPU efficiency of the jobs, hence it leads to low CPU efficiency of the jobs. With the wide usage
of containers in HEP computing, we explore the possibility of adopting the container technology
into the ATLAS BOINC project, hence we implemented a Native version in BOINC, which uses
the Singularity container or direct usage of the Operating System of the host machines to
replace VirtualBox. In this paper, we will discuss 1) the implementation and workflow of the
Native version in the ATLAS BOINC; 2) the performance measurement of the Native version
comparing to the previous virtualization version. 3) the limits and shortcomings of the Native
version; 4) The practice and outcome of the Native version which includes using it in backfilling
the ATLAS Grid Tier2 sites and other clusters, and to utilize the idle computers from the CERN
computing centre.

1. Introduction
Volunteer computing started to become popular in the late 1990s. Its goal is to use the free
CPU cycles of worldwide volunteers personal computers for scientific computing. BOINC[1][2]
is a middleware developed and commonly used for volunteer computing. Some projects, such
as SETI@home[3] and Eintein@home[4], became very successful, and they not only yield a
big amount of computing resources, but also attracted wide public interest and attention.
Volunteer computing started to be applied to the HEP computing in 2004 with the launch
of the LHC@home[5] project whose goal was to run simulation jobs of the accelerator.
Utilizing all these heterogeneous volunteer computers requires the application to be
independent of the operating systems and software environment. The application for LHC@home
is a small FORTRAN program, so it is possible to port the application with some modification
and recompilation of the source code on different operating systems. Big HEP experiments offer
a different use case, as a single release of the software can be as large as 10GB and requires a lot
of Linux system specific library files. Hence it is very difficult to migrate the software to more
operating systems other than a few customized versions of Linux. This became a big obstacle
to applying volunteer computing to the LHC experiments.
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The combination of CernVM[6] and CVMFS[7] made it possible to run their computing
tasks inside a 1GB size image on top of various operating systems. However a certain amount of
performance penalty is unavoidable with virtualization and also it requires the pre-installation of
VirtualBox on the volunteer computers. The containerization technology which can also provide
the required software environment for the application, started to be developed and be used in the
HEP computing field in recent years as a more lightweight and performant solution compared
to virtualization. In this paper, we explore the advantages and use cases of containerization in
the context of the volunteer computing project ATLAS@home.
2. ATLAS@home
ATLAS@home[8] [9] is a BOINC-based volunteer computing project started in 2013 to use
the free CPU cycles from worldwide volunteer computers and apply them to the simulation
computing tasks of the ATLAS experiment[10][11]. ATLAS@home was the first volunteer
computing project in the field of HEP experiments.
As shown in Figure 1, in its workflow and architecture, ATLAS@home is fully integrated
into the grid computing infrastructure of the ATLAS experiment, through the common
interface PanDA[12][13]. The production manager can submit their simulation tasks[14][15]
to ATLAS@home which appears as a PanDA queue. Jobs from the simulation tasks are pulled
by the ACT(ARC Control Tower), then ACT sends the jobs to the ARC CE that forwards the
jobs to the BOINC server. The BOINC clients request and fetch the jobs from the BOINC
server whenever they have idle CPU cycles.
As of now, ATLAS@home has become a very reliable computing resource for the ATLAS
experiment, important simulation tasks are run via ATLAS@home, and on average it contributes
about 14KHS06 computing power to the ATLAS computing on a daily basis.For example, we
randomly choose the first 10 days of April 2018 as a sample period, during which the average
daily CPU time acquired by the finished ATLAS@home jobs is 8950 CPU days(CPU time in
the unit of Days), which accounts for 3.52% of the average daily CPU time acquired by all the
finished ATLAS jobs.
3. Virtualization
3.1. Virtualization for ATLAS@home
When the project was first setup, the target hosts were the worldwide volunteer computers which
were very heterogeneous in terms of operating systems and software environment. According
to the ATLAS@home project monitoring, over 85% of the volunteer computers use various
Microsoft Windows operating systems, and about 10% use various Linux operating systems, and
the other use various Mac OS. So in the initial workflow, ATLAS@home adopted VirtualBox to
virtualize the target hosts, so that they could have the software environment that the ATLAS
simulation tasks require.
When a BOINC client attaches to the ATLAS@home project, it first downloads a program
called Vbox-wrapper and the virtual machine image. The Vbox-wrapper controls VirtualBox
to create, run and destroy a virtual machine based on the image. The ATLAS@home virtual
machine image includes the CVMFS client and its cache area which caches the basic ATLAS
software required by the ATLAS simulation tasks, and the image can be cached on the BOINC
client for jobs to reuse until there is a new release of image from the BOINC server. The size
of the image is about 1.3GB. The BOINC client uses the Vbox-wrapper to launches the virtual
machine which includes the CVMFS client to run the actual ATLAS job.
When the BOINC client gets a job, the Vbox-wrapper starts a virtual machine based on the
cached image, then the simulation job is launched from inside the virtual machine. The virtual
machine is shut down and destroyed when the job is finished.
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Figure 1. ATLAS@home architecture and workflow
3.2. The disadvantages of virtualization
There are a few disadvantages of using virtualization, mainly from the performance point of
view:
• The process of creating the virtual machine image is tedious and not easy to be automated.
• Whenever there is a new software release of ATLAS, the virtual machine image needs to be
updated on both the server and client sides.
• For every new job, virtualization also introduces overhead in order to clone the image, and
create and start the virtual machine. These extra work can significantly reduce the CPU
efficiency of the short wall clock time jobs, which is a common case for the ATLAS multicore
simulation jobs[16].
• Virtualization has performance penalty in I/O and CPU in general.
• Most of the ATLAS software is cached in the image, but extra files, including conditional
database files, might need to be downloaded on the fly, and they cant be cached and shared
by different jobs on the same host.
All the above factors can add up, and impact the CPU efficiency of the simulation jobs.
4. Containerization
4.1. Singularity and its performance test
Singularity[17] is a containerization solution which enables users to have full control of their
environment, and can be used to package the entire scientific workflows, software and libraries,
and even data. Singularity is being commonly used by the ATLAS computing in the scenarios
of both grid sites and HPC sites. ATLAS distributes standard image files through CVMFS for
sites to launch their Singularity containers.
Compared to virtualization, the performance loss is reduced with Singularity. This was
measured by comparing a few factors on the host machine and the Singularity container which
runs on top of the host machine, such as I/O performance(measuring the average read and write
speed with the I/O benchmark tool IOZone), CPU performance(measuring the average CPU
time of running the same floating point calculation) and the average wall clock time (in seconds)
of running a short ATLAS simulation job. Each test was repeated for 20 times to calculate the
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average number. The tests were done on a host machine with 8GB RAM, and CentOS as its
OS, and CentOS was also used as the Singularity image.
As shown in Table 1, no loss in neither CPU nor I/O performance is observed by using
Singularity, and in terms of the average wall clock time of running ATLAS simulation jobs,
using Singularity introduces 1.17% loss.
Table 1. Local performance test between host machine and Singularity

Singularity
host machine
Performance Loss

READ

WRITE

CPU time

wall time for ATLAS Job

113 MB/s
113 MB/s
0

116MB/s
114MB/s
-1.7%

26.97s
27.74s
-2.7%

587s
594s
1.17%

4.2. Implementation of the Containerized ATLAS@home
Singularity only runs on Linux OS systems, so the target hosts for containerization are Linux
machines. Depending on the OS version of the target host machines, there are two approaches
to provide the required OS for running the ATLAS@home jobs. For hosts with Scientific Linux
and CentOS Operating System, ATLAS@home jobs can just be launched directly upon the host
machines. And for hosts with other Linux operating systems, the Singularity image will be used
to execute the ATLAS@home jobs.
A wrapper is being used to control the workflow of running ATLAS jobs on the BOINC
client host. Before launching the ATLAS job, the wrapper needs to perform some validations,
including the status of CVMFS, the target OS, and the status of Singularity, then decides how
to provide the OS environment for running the job.
4.3. Advantages and drawbacks of containerization
There are some advantages of using containerization compared to virtualization in the context
of ATLAS@home:
• It saves the effort of maintaining a ATLAS@home specific VM image on the server side,
while using Singularity, we use the standard Singularity image released by ATLAS.
• Containerization significantly saves the downloading time and the disk space on the client
side for two reasons: 1) Both the singularity and ATLAS software and database files required
by the ATLAS@home jobs are cached in the CVMFS of the target host, and can be shared
among different jobs on this host. But in the context of virtualization, the software and
database files need to be downloaded for every job; 2) there is no need to clone and store
an image for each job running on the host.
• It eliminates the overhead time associated with each job, which includes the time for cloning
the image and the creation and destroy of the virtual machine.
• There is no performance penalty in both I/O and CPU.
The drawback of using containerization is that Singularity can only run on Linux machines,
and also running ATLAS@home jobs in Singularity also requires the host machine having the
CVMFS setup, so the containerization can be only implemented on the Linux machines, but not
the other Windows machines.
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4.4. Performance measurement
In order to have a precise comparison of the performance between virtualization and
containerization, we run the same set of test jobs in both implementations of ATLAS@home.
Each of the test job requests the same amount of CPU time, and they are all multi-core jobs,
so the more cores each job uses, the shorter the wall clock time it uses.
And in order to measure the performance, CPU efficiency (CPU ) is used to measure the
efficiency of the jobs, and wall time utilization (uwall ) and CPU time utilization (ucpu ) are used
to measure how fully these clusters are being utilized. Assuming that in a given period M
days(including downtime), the total wall time (in seconds) of all jobs is Twall , the total CPU
time (in seconds) of all jobs is TCPU , and the total number of available cores of the site is Ncore ,
then:
Twall
uwall =
(1)
3600 × 24 × M × Ncore
ucpu =

Tcpu
3600 × 24 × M × Ncore

(2)

Tcpu
Twall

(3)

CPU =

In ATLAS jobs, the wall clock time includes the I/O time, CPU time, and extra time for
downloading software and database files. In the context of containerization, both the I/O and
CPU time are improved, and the downloading time is also improved because the software and
data files can be downloaded from CVMFS and cached to the work node, while in the context
of virtualization, all the software and database files which are not included in the virtual image
need to be downloaded every time it runs a job.
As shown in Table 2, the ATLAS job CPU efficiency is defined by the ratio between the CPU
time and wall clock time reported by the ATLAS job wrapper which launches the ATLAS job,
and it gets improved by 4% to 10% by using containerization depending on the number of cores
used per job. The BOINC job CPU efficiency is defined by the ratio between the CPU time and
wall clock time reported by the BOINC job wrapper which launches the BOINC job . In the
context of BOINC, the BOINC job wrapper first initializes the software environment such as
preparing for virtualization or containerization, then launches the real job(ATLAS job), while
the ATLAS job is being launched, the ATLAS job wrapper(also known as the ATLAS pilot)
again setup the ATLAS specific software environment, then starts the payload running. So the
BOINC job wall clock time includes the ATLAS job wall clock time and the VM overhead time.
In the context of containerization, the VM overhead time is completely eliminated. As shown in
Table 3, the BOINC job CPU efficiency get improved by 1% to 12% by using containerization
depending on the number of cores used per job.
Table 2. ATLAS job CPU efficiency: VM vs. Containerization
Core per job

ucpu (VM)

ucpu (Containerization)

ucpu offset

2
4
8

86.0%
72.0%
71.0%

91.0%
82.0%
75.0%

5.0%
10.0%
4.0%
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5. Use cases of the containerized ATLAS@home
Before using containerization, it is very tedious and inefficient to run the virtualized
ATLAS@home on the cluster with physical nodes, as it requires the pre-installation of VirtualBox
on the cluster nodes and also causes performance loss. And for the cloud nodes, it is impossible
to run the virtualized version as another layer of virtualization cannot be implemented on the
cloud nodes.
The containerized ATLAS@home provides a lightweight solution to run the ATLAS@home
jobs on clusters, including clusters with both physical nodes and cloud nodes. In the cluster, we
use containerized ATLAS@home jobs to either backfill the busy ATLAS grid sites, or fulfill the
idle computer nodes from CERN IT department.
5.1. Backfilling the grid sites
A study we conducted on the ATLAS grid sites shows that the average CPU utilization is below
70%. In a batch system, it is very difficult to over allocate processes on cores due to the lack
of flexibility to control the process priorities, so normally the clusters are configured to run one
process on each core and also because the CPU efficiency of the jobs can never reach 100%,
overall the CPU utilization becomes low. The concept of using ATLAS@home jobs to backfill
grid sites implies running more than one process on each CPU core, and let the backfilling
job have lower priority than the grid job, hence the backfilling job only uses the fragmental
CPU cycles which cant be fully used by the grid jobs. The goal of backfilling jobs is to exploit
whatever CPU cycles which are not being used by other higher priority processes, so the amount
of CPU time they can get also depends on the CPU usage by the higher priority processes. In
other words, if the CPU usage of the grid jobs is higher, then the CPU time exploited by the
backfilling jobs is smaller.
Table 3. BOINC job CPU efficiency: VM vs. Containerization
Core per job

ucpu (VM)

ucpu (Containerization)

ucpu offset

2
4
8

90.4%
75.1%
66.3%

91.6%
81.3%
75.2%

1.2%
6.2%
11.9%

The backfilling model was tested on two ATLAS grid site, the BEIJING Tier 2 site and the
TRIUMF Tier 1 site. The BEIJING Tier 2 site is a small scale site with 464 CPU cores, and
the TRIUMF Tier 1 site is a medium scale site with 4816 CPU cores.
As shown in both Table 4 and 5, for the TRIUMF site, the overall CPU utilization, which
is the sum of both BOINC and Grid CPU utilization, is improved by 23% with adding the
backfilling jobs, and for the BEIJING site, the average overall CPU utilization improvement
over the period of 6 months is 26%, with the average CPU utilization of 90% and with the CPU
utilization of 95% at its peak.
Table 4. CPU Utilization of TRIUMF site before and after backfilling
Before backfilling

ucpu

uwall

After backfilling

ucpu

uwall

BOINC
Grid
Overall

0
0.69
0.69

0
0.88
0.88

BOINC
Grid
Overall

0.27
0.65
0.92

0.91
0.97
1.88
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Table 5. CPU Utilization of BEIJING site during a busy and an idle week
Busy week

ucpu

uwall

Idle week

ucpu

uwall

BOINC
Grid
Overall

0.15
0.80
0.95

0.88
0.93
1.81

BOINC
Grid
Overalll

0.42
0.48
0.90

0.88
0.62
1.50

5.2. Fullfilling CERN cluster
Large computer centers can have a non negligible amount of idle computer nodes, for example,
the CERN IT department has an average of 10000 cores idle which are either physical nodes
near retiring, or the cloud nodes before they are being delivered to applications and users. And
the cloud nodes usually require running the CPU intensive benchmark before being delivered to
some applications, so running the CPU intensive ATLAS@home jobs fit into such requirement.
As the ATLAS@home client software is provided by the system provision software puppet[18],
the job running environment can be easily deployed and configured to all these nodes.

Figure 2. CPU time delivered by different ATLAS@home users
In Figure 2, where the X axis represents the finishing time(also being referred as modification
time for ATLAS jobs) of the jobs, and the Y axis represents the total CPU time(being converted
to days for easy reading) accumulated by all the finished jobs. The Agile Boincers stands for
all the nodes from CERN IT, and since March 2018, CERN IT has been continuously proving
CPU time, which on average is 6000 CPU days per day, and accounts for 60% of the CPU
time for the ATLAS@home project. ATLAS@home jobs have the advantage of easy deployment
and flexibility in resource usage, so they have successfully utilized these idle CPU cycles which
cannot be easily used for other usages.
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6. Conclusion
Containerized ATLAS@home provides a lightweight solution compared to the virtualization
version. It reduces the overhead time caused by virtualization and improves the ATLAS job
CPU efficiency by 5% to 10%; it also reduces the usage of disk space and network bandwidth
from the clients, and lightened the maintenance work on the server side; it makes it possible
for the two usages of running ATLAS@home jobs on the clusters, which significantly increases
the available resource for ATLAS@home. And as of now, over 85% of the computing power of
ATLAS@home is delivered by its containerized version.
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